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1: Next-generation wireless networks: From Gigabit Wi-Fi to white space | ZDNet
Next-generation wireless networks: From Gigabit Wi-Fi to white space. Wireless technology is evolving on all fronts â€”
in personal, local and wide area networks â€” and in some surprising directions.

Email Manufacturers worldwide are looking at cutting overhead costs in all functional areas. Machine
automation is driving this objective from the frontlines. Automated machines, robotic arms and functions are
rapidly replacing manually run machines, production lines, and processes. The advent of these technologies is
dramatically changing how factories and manufacturing processes function. Manufacturers are focusing their
IoT spending on robotics, solutions that will aid manufacturing operations and production, automated
machinery management, and predictive diagnostics and repair, while some will also invest in connected
vehicles. To enhance the factory productivity of workers, reduce the downtime of processes and ensure timely
decision making, factories are increasingly deploying full suites of mobile applications across the factory.
Manufacturers are taking agile decision-making to the next level by implementing big data analytics solutions
associated with machine learning. This will continue to iterate, of course. However combining machine
learning, artificial intelligence and big data is already accelerating production and quality. One of the biggest
challenges faced by factory owners is overhead costs. Manufacturers are looking at building smart factories
that drive efficient use of resources. Power consumption is one of the key resources on which factories spend a
sizable amount of their budgets. Smart electric appliances will build efficiency into the usage of electricity that
will, in turn, reduce the burden of power costs for manufacturers. Advance Your Manufacturing Digital
Transformation Product design and proof of concept have experienced a recent paradigm shift. Connected 3D
printers are helping factories evaluate and assess actual product designs before spending on full-scale
production. Howeverâ€¦ The manufacturing industry is taking the right steps in adopting the technologies and
bringing together the components to make a difference in the way products are produced. However, there is a
critical need for dependable and scalable connectivity to assist the seamless operations of these technologies.
Factories need scalable networks that can support not only current technologies but ones that will be
introduced over time, as technology adoption is only a growing trend. Manufacturing entities have deployed
legacy networks that are not designed to do the bandwidth heavy lifting that comes with several large
machines, robotics, and other additional applications. A strong and ubiquitous network is needed to fulfill the
connectivity needs of these connected devices and heavy equipment. What manufacturers need today is a
dedicated wireless network that is highly secured, is optimized for ensuring the utmost precision required in
operational automation, ensures excellent user experience, and is simple and easy to deploy. Reign in the
Madness Although Wi-Fi, traditional Private LTE, and Public LTE represent some of the available options, we
must caution that they have one or the other complexities such as a lack of privacy due to shared traffic, a lack
of dedicated and ubiquitous coverage, a lack of reliability and scalability, licensing cost issues, and minimal
IT operator control to support the connectivity needs of the next-generation smart factories. However, the
emerging CBRS-based Private LTE networks promise to eliminate a lot of these issues and provides the
required quality of service at an optimal cost. CBRS Private LTE offers the right ingredients of what is
required by new-age manufacturing to pursue the digital transformation, mobility and automation vision.
Dependability and predictable latency â€” Manufacturing automation processes need a heightened level of
predictability and dependability that will truly assist productivity. Robust coverage â€” CBRS-based Private
LTE provides the required indoor and outdoor coverage that supports the extensive connectivity needed by the
several wireless applications, machines, sensors, and communication devices across the premises. Bandwidth
capacity â€” Agnostic of the type of device and application, Private LTE is capable of providing the dedicated
bandwidth that suffices business intent and objectives. Scalability â€” Private LTE can provide manufacturers
the scalability quotient that is essentially required for future connectivity requirements to build a competitive
cutting edge. Seamless communication â€” Whether it is push-to-talk PTT , push-to-video PTV , or some
other unified communication and collaborative application, Private LTE can guarantee an SLA that meets high
standards to enable real-time communication and agile decision making. Autonomous connectivity â€”
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CBRS-based Private LTE provides seamless connectivity with autonomous control of the enterprise with no
dependency on the network operator or licensing costs. Samsung is in active trials and has conducted a series
of demonstrations, including HD video streaming using a MHz carrier in the 3.
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2: WiFi 6 Set to be the Next Generation in Wireless Networks
Abstract: The vision of next generation 5G wireless communications lies in providing very high data rates (typically of
Gbps order), extremely low latency, manifold increase in base station capacity, and significant improvement in users'
perceived quality of service (QoS), compared to current 4G LTE.

The expected arrival date is to be determined, but many believe it will debut during the Tokyo Olympic
Games in However, it very well may be sooner: New generations are developed about every decade. The first
generation, 1G, started in and was based on analog cellular technology, followed by 2G in , which was
digitally based. In , 3G improved download speeds from kilobits per second Kbps to a few megabits per
second Mbps. What to Expect from 5G 5G is expected to have much higher speeds and capacity, and much
lower latency the lag between initiating an action and getting a response , than 4G. Because 5G can send and
receive signals almost instantaneously, it is expected that 5G will offer mobile internet speeds of more than 10
gigabits per second Gbps , approximately a hundred times faster than 4G. The latency will be less than a
millisecond with 5G. As an example of its impressive speed, a 5G user could download a feature-length movie
in High Definition in less than five seconds. In addition to faster download speeds, 5G is expected to facilitate
the implementation and adoption of the Internet of Things IoT. This could have huge implications for
industries like manufacturing that increasingly rely on the IoT for digitally connecting their processes and
factories. Finally, the new technology could make wired internet connections a thing of the past. Preparing for
5G Carriers, telecommunications manufacturers and various technology companies are actively working to
define the global standards necessary to streamline mainstream 5G processes. Some logistical questions for its
implementation still need to be solved, such as what band of spectrum 5G should occupy, as well as what
wireless technologies should be used. Non-tech companies will also want a seat at the 5G discussion table. For
example, media companies will push for better access to 5G so that consumers can enjoy higher resolutions
with the videos they stream. Clearly, companies are working to take the lead on leveraging the incipient
technology. In fact, many countries such as China, South Korea and the U. In the coming years, telecoms
companies are expected to invest heavily in capital expenditures to cover implementation costs, such as
installing new towers in rural areas and mobile hotspots in dense urban areas, in the hope of enabling their
technology to reach the speed of 10 Gbps. At the same time, companies are expected to invest in systems that
can handle the expected surge in data traffic. The exact bandwidth of spectrum is expected to be settled in ,
when the World Radiocommunication Conference will convene. To respond to the 5G challenge, many
telecom companies have successfully set up innovation incubators around 5G development. Nevertheless,
many carriers are also realizing the many business opportunities 5G bringsâ€”including new sources of
revenue from avenues that capitalize on the growth of the IoT, such as smartwatches, other wearable items and
sensors embedded in industrial products that can be connected to 5G networks. These opportunities are
available to both carriers and tech companies worldwide. Although the telecommunications industry is highly
concentrated, further industry consolidation involving the makers of 5G technologies and telco equipment
companies can also be expected. In fact, some countries may be left with just one wireless infrastructure
provider. This consolidation will help contribute to the expected standardization of 5G technology. Tech
companies specializing in the IoT or wireless technologies will need to continue their education of, and
investment in, 5G technology or risk losing out on its full market potential. He can be reached at tmannion
bdo.
3: Recap: Next Gen Wireless Networks Summit | FierceWireless
Next Generation Wireless Networks In today's world, users demand swift secure multiscreen connectivity to today's
stream of images, video, voice, and megabytes of data. So telecommunication networks must be designed to handle
high capacity from origination to the last mile of connection.
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4: Next Generation Wireless Networks and Services, University of Denver, University College
Network slicing will play a pivotal role in addressing varied use cases by enabling dedicated virtualized network slices for
each use case.

5: Next-generation network - Wikipedia
The only event to bring together the entire mobile networks community 5G is arriving this year, but it's just a tiny part of a
much bigger story. Although 5G will likely dominate the conversation in the wireless industry in , the next-generation
wireless networks of tomorrow are poised for a much more massive and meaningful evolution.

6: Spearheading Next-Generation Factories With Private Wireless Networks
The Next Generation of Wireless Networks By Marcus Weldon, CTO, Alcatel-lucent - The Winning Edge The secret to
fostering innovation is really quite simple: 1) hire the best and brightest minds with.

7: Next Generation Wireless Networks, Wireless Backhaul Networks
5G is the next-generation of cellular technology which is expected to revolutionize lives, economies, and societies in
many exciting ways. It is expected to change our life by giving massive boost to speed and responsiveness of a Mobile
Network.

8: What to Expect from 5G, The Next Generation of Wireless Networks
New generation wireless technologies are now coming to market poised to deliver even better mobile experiences and
open up new applications. 5G - the next generation cellular network technology.

9: Trump reveals plans to bolster 5G wireless leadership - CNET
Applications Making Next Generation Wireless Possible. The demand for wireline performance on wireless networks,
and the next generation of wireless applications require orders of magnitude improvements in data rates and reduction
in latency.
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